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1. INTRODUCTION
In [5], C. C. Chang invented the notion of MV -algebra in order to provide an
algebraic proof of the completeness theorem of infinite valued Lukasiewicz proposit-
ional calculus. Recently, algebraic theory of MV -algebras is intensively studied, see
[3, 6, 7, 9].
Let R be a ring. An additive mapping d WR!R is called a derivation if d .xy/D
d .x/yCxd .y/ holds for all x;y 2 R. During the past few decades there has been
on ongoing interest concerning the relation ship between the commutativity of a ring
and the existance of certain specific types of derivations of R.
The concept of a symmetric bi-derivation has been introduced by Maksa [8]. LetR
be a ring. A mapping B W RR! R is said to be symmetric if B .x;y/D B .y;x/
holds for all pairs x;y 2 R. A mapping f W R! R defined by f .x/ D B .x;x/,
where B WRR!R is a symmetric mapping, is called the trace of B . A symmetric
bi-additive (i. e. additive in both arguments) mapping D W RR ! R is called
a symmetric bi-derivation if D.xy;´/ D D.x;´/yC xD.y;´/ is fullfilled for all
x;y;´2R. In recent years, many mathematicians studied the commutativity of prime
and semi-prime rings admitting suitably-constrained symmetric bi-derivations. In
[4], Y. C¸even applied the notion of symmetric bi-derivation in ring and near ring
theory to lattices. In this paper, we introduce the notion of symmetric bi-derivation
in MV -algebras and investigate some of its properties.
M. Bresar [2] defined the following notation. An additive mapping f W R! R
is called a generalized derivation if there exists a derivation d W R! R such that
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f .xy/ D f .x/yC xd .y/ for all x;y 2 R. One may observe that the concept of
derivations, also of the left multipliers when d D 0.
In [1], N. O. Alshehri introduced the concept of derivation in MV -algebras and
discussed some related properties. In this paper, we introduce the notions of symmet-
ric bi-derivation and generalized derivation in MV -algebras and investigate some of
their properties.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 1 ([9]). An MV -algebra is a structure .M;C;;0/ whereC is a binary
operation,  is a unary operation and 0 is a constant such that the following axioms
are satisfied for any a;b 2M ,
.MV1/ .M;C;0/ is a commutative monoid,
.MV 2/ .a/ D a,
.MV 3/ 0CaD 0,
.MV 4/ .aCb/Cb D .bCa/Ca.
If we define the constant 1D 0 and the auxiliaryˇ, _, ^ by aˇbD .aCb/,
a_b D aC .bˇa/, a^b D aˇ .b˚a/ then .M;ˇ;1/ is a commutative monoid
and the structure .M;_;^;0;1/ is a bounded distributive lattice. Also, we define the
binary operation 	 by x	y D xˇy. A subset of X an MV -algebra M is called
subalgebra of M if and only if X is closed under the MV -operations defined in M .
In any MV -algebras one can define a partial order  by putting x  y if and only if
x^y D x for each x;y 2M . If the order relation , defined over M , is total then
we say that M is linearly ordered. For an MV -algebra M , if we define B .M/ D
fx 2M W xCx D xg D fx 2M W xˇx D xg. Then .B .M/;C;;0/ is both largest
subalgebra of M and a Boolean algebra.
An MV -algebra M has the following properties for all x;y;´ 2M;
.1/ xC1D 1,
.2/ xCx D 1,
.3/ xCx D 0,
.4/ If xCy D 0, then x D y D 0,
.5/ If xˇy D 1, then x D y D 1,
.6/ If x  y, then x_´ y_´ and x^´ y^´,
.7/ If x  y, then xC´ yC´ and xˇ´ yˇ´,
.8/ x  y if and only if y  x,
.9/ xCy D y if and only if xˇy D x.
Theorem 1 ([5]). The following conditions are equivalent for all x;y 2M ,
.i/ x  y,
.i i/ yCx D 1,
.i i i/ xˇy D 0.
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Definition 2 ([5]). Let M be an MV -algebra and I be a nonempty subset of M .
Then we say that I is an ideal if the following conditions are satisfied,
.i/ 0 2 I ,
.i i/ x;y 2 I imply x˚y 2 I ,
.i i i/ x 2 I and y  x imply y 2 I .
Proposition 1 ([5]). LetM be a linearly orderedMV -algebra, then xCyD xC´
and xC´¤ 1 imply that y D ´.
Definition 3 ([1]). Let M be an MV -algebra and d WM !M be a function. We
called d a derivation of M , if it satisfies the following condition for all x;y 2M ,
d .xˇy/D .dxˇy/C .xˇdy/
Definition 4. Let M be an MV -algebra. A mapping D WM M !M is a called
symmetric if D.x;y/DD.y;x/ holds for all x;y 2M .
Definition 5. Let M be an MV -algebra. A mapping d W M ! M defined by
d .x/DD.x;x/ is called trace of D, where D WM M !M is a symmetric map-
ping.
We often abbreviate d .x/ to dx.
3. SYMMETRIC BI-DERIVATION OF MV-ALGEBRAS
Definition 6. Let M be an MV -algebra and D WM M !M be a symmetric
mapping. We call D a symmetric bi-derivation on M , if it satisfies the following
condition,
D.xˇy;´/D .D .x;´/ˇy/C .xˇD.y;´//
for all x;y;´ 2M .
Obviously, a symmetric bi-derivation D on M satisfies the relation D.x;yˇ´/D
.D .x;y/ˇ´/C .yˇD.x;´// for all x;y;´ 2M .
Example 1. Let M D f0;a;b;1g. Consider the following tables:
+ 0 a b 1
0
a
b
1
0
a
b
1
a
a
1
1
b
1
b
1
1
1
1
1
* 0 a b 1
1 b a 0
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Then .M;C;;0/ is an MV -algebra. Define a map D WM M !M by
D.x;y/D

b; .x;y/D .b;b/ ; .b;1/ ; .1;b/
0; otherwise
Then we can see that D is a symmetric bi-derivation of M .
Proposition 2. Let M be an MV -algebra, D be a symmetric bi-derivation on M
and d be a trace of D. Then, for all x 2M ,
.i/ d0D 0,
.i i/ dxˇx D xˇdx D 0,
.i i i/ dx D dxC .xˇD.x;1//,
.iv/ dx  x,
.v/ If I is an ideal of an MV -algebra, d .I / I .
Proof. .i/ For all x 2M ,
D.x;0/DD.x;0ˇ0/D .D .x;0/ˇ0/C .0ˇD.x;0//
D 0C0D 0.
Since d is the trace of D,
d0DD.0;0/DD.0ˇ0;0/D .D .0;0/ˇ0/C .0ˇD.0;0//
D 0C0D 0.
.i i/ For all x 2M ,
0DD.x;0/DD  x;xˇx
D  D.x;x/ˇxC  xˇD  x;x
and so, dxˇx D 0 and xˇD.x;x/D 0.
Similarly, xˇdx D 0 for all x 2M .
.i i i/ For all x 2M ,
dx DD.x;x/DD.x;xˇ1/D .D .x;x/ˇ1/C .xˇD.x;1//
D dxC .xˇD.x;1//
.iv/ For all x 2M ,
1D 0 D  dxˇx D h.dx/C  xi
D .dx/Cx
From Theorem 1 (ii), dx  x for all x 2M .
.v/ Let y 2 d .I /, then d .x/ D y for some x 2 I . From (iv), d .x/  x and so
y 2 I , since I is an ideal of M . Hence d .I / I . 
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Corollary 1. For all x 2M , since xˇD.x;x/D 0, we get D.x;x/ x and
x  .D .x;x// :
For all x;y 2M , since
0DD  xˇx;yD  D.x;y/ˇxC  xˇD  x;y
we get, D.x;y/ x and D.x;y/ x.
Similarly, D.x;y/ y and D.x;y/ y for all x;y 2M .
Proposition 3. Let M be an MV -algebra, D be a symmetric bi-derivation on M
and d be a trace of D. If x  y for x;y 2M , then the followings hold:
.i/ d .xˇy/D 0,
.i i/ dy  x,
.i i i/ dxˇdy D 0.
Proof. .i/ Let x  y, for x;y 2M . From (7), since xˇy  yˇy D 0, we get
xˇy D 0. Since d0D 0, we have d .xˇy/D 0.
.i i/ Let x  y, for x;y 2M . Since xˇdy  yˇdy  yˇy D 0, we get
xˇdy D 0 and so dy  x.
.i i i/ Since x  y, we get dx  y and so dxˇ dy  yˇ dy  yˇ y D 0.
Hence dxˇdy D 0. 
Proposition 4. Let M be an MV -algebra, D be a symmetric bi-derivation on M
and d be a trace of D. The the followings hold:
.i/ dxˇdx D 0,
.i i/ dx D .dx/ if and only d is the identity on M .
Proof. .i/ Since dxˇdy D 0, replacing y by x, we get dxˇdx D 0.
.i i/ Since xˇdy D 0 for x;y 2M , we get xˇdx D xˇ .dx/ D 0. Since
x  dx and dx  x, we have x D dx. Hence d is the identity on M .
If d is the identity on M , dx D .dx/ for all x 2M . 
Definition 7. Let M is an MV -algebra, D be a symmetric bi-derivation on M . If
x  y implies D.x;´/D.y;´/ for all x;y;´ 2M , D is called an isotone.
If d is the trace of D and D is an isotone, x  y implies d .x/  d .y/ for all
x;y 2M .
Example 2. Let M be an MV -algebra as in Example 1. Define a map D WM 
M !M by
D.x;y/D
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
0; .x;y/ 2 f.0;0/ ; .a;0/ ; .0;a/ ; .b;0/ ; .0;b/ ; .1;0/ ; .0;1/ ; .a;b/ ; .b;a/g
b; .x;y/ 2 f.b;b/ ; .b;1/ ; .1;b/g
a; .x;y/ 2 f.a;a/ ; .1;a/ ; .a;1/g
1; .x;y/ 2 f.1;1/g
Then we can see that D is an isotone symmetric bi-derivation on M . Since d0D 0,
d1D 1, da D a and db D b, d is the identity on M and so x  y implies d .x/ 
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d .y/ for all x;y 2M .
In Example 1, b  1, D.b;1/ D b, D.1;1/ D 0, but 0  b. That is, D is not iso-
tone.
Proposition 5. Let M be an MV -algebra, D be a symmetric bi-derivation on M
and d be a trace of D. If dx D dx for all x 2M , then the followings hold:
.i/ d1D 0,
.i i/ dxˇdx D 0,
.i i i/ If D is an isotone on M , then d D 0.
Proof. .i/ Replacing x by 0 in dx D dx, we get d1D 0.
.i i/ For all x 2M , dxˇdx D dxˇdx D 0.
.i i i/ Let D is an isotone on M . For x 2M , since dx  d1 D 0, we get dx D 0.
Thus d D 0. 
Definition 8. Let M be an MV -algebra and D be a symmetric mapping on M . If
D.xCy;´/DD.x;´/CD.y;´/ for all x;y;´ 2M , D is called bi-additive mapp-
ing.
Theorem 2. LetM be anMV -algebra,D be a bi-additive symmetric bi-derivation
on M and d be a trace of D. Then d .B .M// B .M/.
Proof. Let y 2 d .B .M//. Thus y D d .x/ for some x 2 B .M/. Then
yCy D dxCdx DD.x;x/CD.x;x/DD.xCx;x/
DD.x;x/D y.
Hence y 2 B .M/. That is, d .B .M// B .M/. 
Theorem 3. Let M be a linearly ordered MV -algebra, D be a bi-additive sym-
metric bi-derivation on M and d be a trace of D. Then d D 0 or d1D 1.
Proof. Since xCx D 1 and xC1D 1 for all x 2M ,
d1DD.1;1/DD  xCx;1DD.x;1/CD  x;1
and
d1DD.1;1/DD.xC1;1/
DD.x;1/Cd1
If d1¤ 1, Proposition 1, we get D.x;1/D d1. Replacing x by 1, we get d1D 0.
For all x 2M ,
0D d1DD.x;1/Cd1DD.x;1/
and
D.x;1/DD.x;xC1/D dx DD.x;1/D dx.
Thus dx D 0 for all x 2M . That is, d D 0. 
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Theorem 4. Let M be a linearly ordered MV -algebra, D1 and D2 bi-additive
symmetric bi-derivations on M and d1, d2 be traces of D1, D2, respectively. If
d1d2 D 0 where .d1d2/.x/D d1 .d2x/ for all x 2M , then d1 D 0 or d2 D 0.
Proof. Let d1d2 D 0 and d2 ¤ 0. Thus d21D 1. For all x 2M ,
0D .d1d2/.x/D d1 .d2x/D d1 .d2xC .xˇD2 .x;1/// :
Also, since d21D 1, we have
D2 .x;1/DD2 .xˇ1;1/D .D2 .x;1/ˇ1/C .xˇD2 .1;1//
DD2 .x;1/Cx
From (9), we get xˇD2 .x;1/D x.
Thus,
0D d1 .d2xCx/DD1 .d2xCx;d2xCx/
DD1 .d2x;d2x/CD1 .d2x;x/CD1 .x;d2x/CD1 .x;x/
DD1 .d2x;x/CD1 .x;d2x/Cd1x.
From (4), we get D1 .d2x;x/D 0 or d1x D 0 for all x 2M .
Let D1 .d2x;x/D 0 for all x 2M . Replacing x by 1, we get D1 .1;1/D 0, that
is, d11D 0. For all x 2M ,
0D d11DD1 .xC1;1/DD1 .x;1/Cd11
and so, D1 .x;1/D 0. Therefore,
0DD1 .x;1/DD1 .x;xC1/D d1xCd11D d1x.
Thus d1 D 0. 
4. GENERALIZED DERIVATIONS ON MV-ALGEBRAS
Definition 9. Let M be an MV -algebra. A mapping f WM !M is called gene-
ralized derivation on M if there exists a derivation d WM !M such that
f .xˇy/D .f .x/ˇy/C .xˇd .y// ;
for all x;y 2M .
Example 3. Let M be an MV -algebra in Example 1. Define a function d WM !
M as the following,
d .x/D

0; x D 0;a;1
b; x D b
Example 4. It is obvious that d is derivation on M . If we define f by
f .x/D

0; x D 0;a
b; x D b;1
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Then f is generalized derivation determined by d on M . Also, f is derivation on
M:
Example 5. Let M D f0;a;b;c;d;1g. Consider the following tables:
+ 0 a b c d 1
0
a
b
c
d
1
0
a
b
c
d
1
a
c
d
c
1
1
b
d
b
1
d
1
c
c
1
c
1
1
d
1
d
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
* 0 a b c d 1
1 d c b a 0
Then .M;C;;0/ is an MV -algebra. Define a function d WM !M as the follo-
wing
d .x/D

0; x D 0;a;c
b; x D b;d;1
It is obvious that d is derivation on M . If we define a function f by f .x/D x, for
all x 2M .
Then f is generalized derivation determined by d on M . But, since
f .ac/D f .a/cCaf .c/
D acCac D aCaD c
and f .ac/D f .c/D a, f is not derivation on M .
Proposition 6. Let M be an MV -algebra, f be a generalized derivation deter-
mined by d on M . Then the followings hold for all x 2M ,
.i/ f .0/D 0,
.i i/ f .x/ˇx D 0,
.i i i/ f .x/D f .x/C .xˇd .1//,
.iv/ f .x/ x,
.v/ If I is an ideal of an MV -algebra, then f .I / I .
Proof. .i/ f .0/D f .0ˇ0/D .f .0/ˇ0/C .0ˇd .0//D 0.
.i i/ For all x 2M ,
0D f .0/D f  xˇxD  f .x/ˇxC  xˇd  x
and so, f .x/ˇx D 0:
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.i i i/ For all x 2M;
f .x/D f .xˇ1/D .f .x/ˇ1/C .xˇd .1//
D f .x/C .xˇd .1// .
.iv/ For all x 2M ,
1D 0 D  f .x/ˇx D .f .x//Cx
From Theorem 1 (ii), f .x/ x for all x 2M .
.v/ Let y 2 f .I /, then d .x/D y for some x 2 I . From .iv/, f .x/  x and so
y 2 I , since I is an ideal of M . Hence f .I / I . 
Corollary 2. Let M be an MV -algebra, f be a generalized derivation determi-
ned by d on M: If x  y for some x;y 2M , then the followings hold,
.i/ f .xˇy/D 0,
.i i/ f .x/ y,
.i i i/ f .x/ˇf .y/D 0,
.iv/ f .x/D .f .x// if and only if f is the identity on M .
Definition 10. LetM is anMV -algebra, f be a generalized derivation determined
by d on M . If x  y implies f .x/ f .y/ for all x;y 2M , f is called an isotone.
Example 6. In Example 5, since f is an identity function, f is isotone.
Proposition 7. Let M be an MV -algebra, f be a generalized derivation deter-
mined by d on M . If f .x/D f .x/ for all x 2M; then the followings hold,
.i/ f .1/D 0,
.i i/ f .x/ˇf .x/D 0,
.i i i/ If f is an isotone on M , then f D 0.
Proof. It is clear. 
Definition 11. Let M be an MV -algebra and f be a generalized derivation deter-
mined by d on M: If f .xCy/D f .x/Cf .y/ for all x;y 2M , f is called additive
generalized derivation on M .
Example 7. In Example 4, f is additive generalized derivation on M .
Theorem 5. Let M be an MV -algebra and f be a nonzero additive derivation
on M . Then f .B .M// B .M/.
Proof. Let y 2 f .B .M//. Thus y D f .x/ for some x 2 B .M/. Then
yCy D f .x/Cf .x/D f .xCx/D f .x/D y
Hence y 2 B .M/. That is, f .B .M// B .M/. 
Theorem 6. Let f be an additive generalized derivation on a linearly ordered
MV -algebra M . Then either f D 0 or f .1/D 1.
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Proof. Let f be an additive generalized derivation on a linearly ordered MV -
algebra M . Hence
f .1/D f  xCxD f .x/Cf  x
and
f .1/D f .xC1/D f .x/Cf .1/
for all x 2M . If f .1/¤ 1, from Proposition 1, we get f .1/D 0. Therefore
0D f .1/D f .1/Cf .x/D f .x/
for all x 2M . That is, f D 0. 
Corollary 3. Let M be a linearly ordered MV -algebra and f additive generali-
zed derivation determined by d on M: If f 2 D 0 where f 2 .x/ D f .f .x// for all
x 2M , then f D 0.
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